2004 honda accord windshield wipers not working

The wiper motor on a Honda controls the action of the windshield wiper arm and blades. The
motor typically sits on the passenger's side of the engine bay and is mounted to the firewall
with four bolts. Normally, this motor will last the life of the vehicle. However, you may need to
troubleshoot the motor if you are experiencing problems with your windshield wipers to verify
that the motor is actually the problem. Open the fuse panel box in the passenger compartment.
The panel cover is located on the driver's side of the car to the left of the steering wheel, or
under the steering wheel in some Hondas. You may need to push two retaining tabs together
and pull down on the fuse panel cover, or turn the release knob counterclockwise and pull down
to open the cover. Take the fuse puller from the panel cover and grab the head of the fuse for
the wiper motor with the fuse puller teeth. Pull the fuse straight out of the fuse box and inspect
the fuse to make sure that the fuse is not broken or "popped. Replace the fuse if it is popped, or
put the fuse back if it appears to be OK. Open the hood and locate the wiper motor. It will be
located on the passenger side of the engine bay, and will be bolted to the firewall near the cowl.
The motor looks like a long cylindrical canister and may be mounted at a degree angle towards
the driver's side. Check all wiring running to the wiper motor to make sure that there are no
frayed or damaged wires. If you notice damaged wiring, have the wiring serviced by a
professional mechanic. Check to make sure the electrical connection running to the wiper
motor is connected and that the plug is not damaged. If the connector is damaged, have the
motor and wiring checked and replaced by a professional mechanic. I am a Registered Financial
Consultant with 6 years experience in the financial services industry. I am trained in the
financial planning process, with an emphasis in life insurance and annuity contracts. I have
written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Open the fuse panel box in the passenger
compartment. Step 2 Take the fuse puller from the panel cover and grab the head of the fuse for
the wiper motor with the fuse puller teeth. Step 3 Pull the fuse straight out of the fuse box and
inspect the fuse to make sure that the fuse is not broken or "popped. Step 4 Replace the fuse if
it is popped, or put the fuse back if it appears to be OK. Step 5 Open the hood and locate the
wiper motor. Step 6 Check all wiring running to the wiper motor to make sure that there are no
frayed or damaged wires. Tips For specific information about troubleshooting the wiper motor
on your Honda, consult the particular vehicle's manual see Resources. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Honda Accord based on all problems reported for the Accord. Both front wipers stop
working intermittently during a rain or snow storm. Nothing solves the problem - e. Turning
lights and fan off doesn't help. The wipers stop moving at random positions, sometimes
stopping for a few seconds, to minutes. Note that both wipers stop working together; they either
both are moving or both stopped. This has happened during driving on highway and city in at
least 2 rain storms and one snow storm, within the last 5 years. I am very lucky to have not
crashed. Note that this problem is hard to reproduce - the wipers normally work, except when I
actually need them. I refuse to drive this car with rain or snow in the forecast. I have also had
the battery changed. Tl-the contact owns a Honda Accord. The contact started the vehicle, the
windshield wipers were activated and unexpectedly became inoperable. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 41,
While driving on the highway, it started pouring rain. I turned on my wipers. When the wipers
were in a vertical position they stopped. I immediately lost visibility because it was raining so
hard. I was able to get to the side of the road. I put the wiper speed lever in several different
positions but nothing would make them work. I checked the fuses while I waited on the rain to
stop. Once it stopped raining, I returned the wipers to the down position and was able to drive
safely. There are numerous complaints about the wiper motor and also the wiper switch. The
wiper motor was recalled for the Accord. I feel like a similar recall should be done for the
Accords. The contact owns a Honda Accord. The contact stated that the passenger side front
window failed to open or close. The vehicle was taken to the dealer to have a diagnostic test
performed. The failure was located within the motor. The dealer replaced the passenger and
driver side window motor to prevent the drivers side switch from failing to function properly.
The vehicle was repaired. The approximate failure and current mileage was , The contact was
traveling 55 mph in rainy weather when the windshield wipers failed. The vehicle was not taken
to have the failure diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer offered no assistance. The failure
mileage was 58, The passenger window began rolling up and staying up all on its own, at
anytime it wanted. It would return to normal working order after I restarted the car. Then one
day- it rolled down, and would not work again. I found out I could override with the keys to roll
up. But id have to window lock to stay. Then one day we smell burning- we traced it to the doorand the override no longer works. Now the driver window is beginning to do the same behavior.
That is over While driving approximately 35 mph, the contact activated the defroster to clear the
windshield but it would not function. The contact was unable to see the roadway and crashed

into a mail box. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer for diagnostics. The manufacturer was
made aware of the failure and advised that there was a common problem with the circuit board
but they would not cover any repair costs because the warranty had expired. The approximate
failure mileage was , We were driving down the highway one afternoon and it began to rain. We
turned on our windshield wipers and nothing happened. We were forced to pull over on the side
of the highway to wait out the storm since we had zero visibility without the wipers. Our wipers
have not worked since that point. I have noted that the Honda Accords had a recall for a defect
in the windshield wiper motor and this seems to fit that description though Honda has informed
me that no recall has been issued for the Accords, despite this being an identical issue that is
not common outside of this defect and is on a similar model. It is a rather dangerous situation
to occur since one will only notice the wipers stopped working during a rainstorm. I was coming
home from work while it was raining and my windshield wipers stopped suddenly I was unable
to see or use them and had no prior indication this was going to happen. Just so happened I did
not have an accident but this could have been worse not only for me but other drivers as well. I
have to turn on my interior lights at night to adjust the temperature in my car. It is extremely
dangerous if my windows get foggy and I cannot fix it without pulling off of the road. This car
needs to be recalled. The contact owns a Honda Accord ex. The contact was driving 25 mph in
rainy weather when the windshield wipers failed and became stuck in mid-operation. The
vehicle was taken to a local mechanic who inspected the failure and advised that the motor for
the windshield wipers failed and would need replacing. The vehicle was then taken to the dealer
who advises that there were no recalls for the failure. The manufacturer was not made aware of
the failure. The failure mileage was , and the current mileage was , The windshield wiper motor
went out in my Honda Accord. I have had older cars and never had this problem. Not to
mention, I live in the desert, so it wasn't due to overuse. After replacing the motor, it went out
again within 2 weeks! The wiper motor should be recalled as well. No events leading up to this
failure. Driving highway in rain, windshield wipers suddenly fail, consequences are severly
decreased visibility. Windshield wiper motor is determined to be the failure. Windshield wipers
suddenly stopped working. No previous indication of failure. Fuse is good, wiper motor won't
turn on. At 69, miles the wiper motor failed on my Honda Accord ex v6 navi. Upon dis-assembly
corrosion was discovered in the motor housing. This is what is described in the Honda Accord
recall. Part number: sda-a The recalled part was -a01; with replacement part being -a My
replacement part is -a The problem was discovered in my driveway; had I been driving at the
time of the failure it could have been catastrophic. Request Honda issue a recall for this safety
issue. Windshield wiper do not work properly when driving in the rain. I live in san diego and it
rarely rain here so I rarely had to use my wipers. Every time I use my wipers in the rain it would
stop working after about 5 minutes - the wiper would start moving sluggish as if getting stuck
then it would actually stop midway on the windshield. I had to turn the wipers off and on a few
times to get it working again and then after a few seconds the same thing happened again. I no
longer drive this car in the rain fortunately it does not rain very often in san diego. It works fine
when not raining windshield fluid cleaning window. I can't help but wonder how many other
Accord years were affected with the same defective wiper motor issue. Honda Accord are
basically the same body style so it is very likely that the same type of wiper motor defect exist
in all these models. I was going to ignore the problem however last month, san diego had a
huge rain storm and I had to use my Accord and nearly got in an accident since I was unable to
see. I am going to get this wiper fixed now since it is too much of a risk not to I have a second
car so it is rare that I use the Accord when it rains - which too is rare in san diego. As I was
tryng to find the emergency light cause I was going slow in the rain and fix the temp. To clear
DE window I almost crash with another car. This shoul be taken more serious. I called and
Honda said I was out of warranty. This afect the concentration and visibility on the car. I've been
reading and its a common problem on this model. Light display went out that controls radio and
hvac components 2 years ago. Dark at night when driving and when the windows get fogged up
you can not see the switch to turn on defrost because the printed circuit board has stopped
working, so it requires you to turn on interior light to find the defrost button, this is very
dangerous while driving at night. After researching last night I found Honda extended the
warranty on this until or , So I called Honda and I was told I'm past the warranty it's whichever
comes first I never received a letter from Honda or it would have went in to get fixed this in my
opinion should be covered by the dealer as it could cause a fatality with someone fumbling with
the interior lights just to get the defrost buttons on. Windshield wipers failed to work on my
wife's Honda Accord ex. While it was raining. Wiper motor replaced. The windshield wiper motor
failed to operate on Honda Accord while my wife was driving the vehicle with my two children
during a rain storm. She pulled off to safety, until the rain passed, and proceeded to a safe
location. I noticed the Honda Accord had a recall relating to the wiper motor failing due to

corrosion. I called american Honda August 28, regarding the problem I was experiencing with
the Accord and they advised me to take it to a dealer to diagnose, and if in fact the part number
and condition were the same as they were experiencing with the they would stand behind their
product and take care of it. I was assigned a case number n On sept 9, I was able to get an
appointment with performance Honda dealership to diagnose and fix the problem. Tom riley
from their service department manager tried to contact american Honda regarding the problem
and they did not acknowledge the problem as their responsibility, although it was the exact
same part number sda that is failing in the model and the exact same condition of failure they
have seen in the models. This is a major safety item, and realizing the recall of the same issue,
same part in the model, I suggest that the recall be expanded to include more VIN's before a
serious accident occurs as a result. I am appalled that american Honda knows they have a
safety problem with this component, but is failing to do anything to address the problem. As a
professional engineer, I feel compelled to report this critical safety issue. Steve o'hara. I was
traveling on route 50 and my windshield wipers stopped working on the kent narrows bridge in
the middle of the down pours that we were having here in centreville maryland on Saturday I
called Honda of America today after speaking to my mechanic and he said that there was a
recall on some of the Accords for the motors corroding due to water getting under the
windshield wiper motor covers. Honda of America told me that only covered the Honda Accords
for the year of This recall occurred July I had the same problem and my motor stopped working
on route 50 in traffic traveling with no visibility. I could have been killed as I could not see a
thing in front of me and I had my 13 year old son in the car with me. I had the motor replaced
today if you need the part I would have to know by tomm so that I could get my mechanic to
keep it for me. I have seen other persons on line that have had this same issue. Pl;ease help as
this is extremely dangerous to be in a down pour and to have your windshield wipers stop
working in traffic. On a major highway where the speed limit is 55mph. I have a Honda Accord
sedan ex, during the tropical storm hanna, I was driving in heavy rain, when my windshield
wipers stopped working. Very dangerous situation and this could have been tragic. There is a
recall on all Honda Accords for faulty windshield wiper motors, but no recall on the My
mechanic has found that it is the same situation as the cars and will be replacing the motor.
This is a huge issue, when they quit working while driving in a bad storm. Honda, should be
notified of this and seriously consider a recall. This could have been life threatening. I have
reported my incident to them, and would like to see some action taken on this matter. Sarah
king. Car Problems. Wiper problem 1. Wiper problem 2. Wiper problem 3. Wiper problem 4.
Wiper problem 5. Wiper problem 6. Wiper problem 7. Wiper problem 8. Wiper problem 9. Wiper
problem Other Visibility related problems of the Honda Accord. Wiper problems Power Window
problems. Windshield problems. Exterior Rearview Mirror problems. Defogger Heater problems.
Rear Window Wiper Washer problems. Defogger problems. Visibility problems. When I went to
start my car today, the motor for the wipers was dead. I was wondering, did leaving the wipers
up damage the motor or something else. I pushed the wipers down and was able to drive the
car, but wanted to get a good idea of what it could be before I started looking for parts. Here are
guides to help you test the fuse and the relays and the wiring diagrams so you can see how the
system works. Please let us know what you find. We are interested to see what it is. This isn't
clearly labelled in the manual. There are three black ones with no indicator. What would be the
best way to check these? Also, should I call the dealer and schedule an appointment if the fuses
check out? Was this answer helpful? Hi, I didn't drive my car for 3 days and left the windshield
wipers halfway up. Do you. Hello, can you please check fuse 11, 20, 21 and 7 in the panel and
three relays in the relay box under the hood left rear corner of engine compartment forward of
strut tower that need to be checked as well. Cheers, Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. I
checked fuse 11 on the inside fuse box which was fine and found the external relay fuse box
however, which fuses are the relay ones? In the relay box, check 15 40A , 22 A and 23 50A.
Thank you for this guide I checked it out and the problem was the switch! My windshield wipers
stopped working. I've checked the fuses? Any ideas on trouble shooting this. Hi Michael, Here
are possible causes for the problem and a wiring schematic. Blown fuse No. Faulty wiper motor
assembly. Disconnected wiper linkage. Faulty wiper switch. Poor ground. Check for loose or
disconnected terminals. I have a suspicion that their connections are loose because they
randomly "twitch" they don't move more then 1 inch, and not very often. What should I be
looking for and where should I start? Hi ap78, Lift up the wiper arms from the whidshield and
turn on the wipers. If it works and does not when the wiper arms are returned to rest on the
window, the motor is bad. My windsheild wiper does not work in interm, lo, or hi, but does work
in mist with out park feature. Fuses good, tried new wiper motor and it does the same Was this
answer. Hi boisronald, Wiper system except the mist fuction is attached to the Driver's Multiplex
System. If the switch and wiper motor is good, then you need to check the Multiplex System. I

have sent you a file with the diagnostics for the Multiplex System. Hope it is helpful. My
windshield wiper arm inside the car is loose. The wipers sometimes dont come on, and
sometimes come on at full speed. Once they come on just turning the switch off doesnt turn the
wiper off, if you push the arm up it will stop. Is this in the motor, or the arm? You may have a
couple problems. Do this 1st. If you still have a problem, you should use online mitchell 1
service manual. It's only If you do not do that kind of work, you can print the info for someone
you may know who can help you. Hi, I have a honda accord LX 4 door 4 cylinder 2. I was driving
two weeks ago, and the wiper blades went far beyond the windshield to the left, and then
ceased to operate. Neither of them work When I turn on the windshileld wipers from inside the
car, I can hear the motor, but the blades don't turn. When I turn the windshiled wipers on high, I
hear the motor louder. When I turn it on low, I hear it lower. I checked all fuses and they are all
in working order. I checked the wiper arm, and the hole on the wiper arm, that fits onto the nut
that sticks out of the car was a bit stripped. So I bought another one, and fitted it on the car, but
the same thing happened, that is to say, I hear the motor, but the blades don't move. The nut
that the wiper arm fits on, does not spin when I turn on the windshield wipers from inside the
car. The windhield washer fluid comes out just fine, but the blades dont come on after I put the
fluid on the windshield. If I take apart the assembly that houses the wiper motor, what should I
look for as far as a faulty system? What do you think is the problem with my windshiled wipers I
have a haynes repair manual, but this does not address the problem. Hello I am not totally
understanding what you fixed and what is still not working. When you turn motor on. If that is
turning then your motor is fine. If the other components are not and they are as you say,
stripped - then they need to be replaced. There is a lot of force and torque on those Does this
answer your question? I found out that the problem is the wiper linkage assembly for the honda
accord lx 4 cylinder. How do you replace the bushings for the wiper linkage for the car? I have
looked in haynes, and it does not tell me. I have removed the cover that protects the wiper
motor. I have the wiper motor and the wiper assembly loose, but cannot lift it out of its housing.
I cannot even find a wiper bushing at autozone or advance. How do you replace the bushings
for the wiper linkage for a honda accord? Cheryl Was this answer. Hi Cheryl Is the part you are
talking about the 1 red arrow in the pic above? Is this the bushing you are talking about or
where it goes? I have looked in two different manuals no bushings Depending on how it is worn
if you can take a pic so I can see it better it may be better to replace the linkage. I have attached
info on how to remove.. Again, in my experience if it is stripped where I think it is, the linkage
needs to be replaced. You don't want this going bad on you during a rain storm. Last, it looks
like you may have some recalls on your vehicle. The dealer may fix these for free. Please
contact the dealer service department, give them the VIN number of your car and have them
check on these to see if they apply to you. I have attached them at the very bottom. Open the
hood, and remove the cap nuts and wiper arms. NOTE : Remove the wiper arms carefully
without damaging the hood. Remove the hood seal and air scoop by prying out their trim clips.
Disconnect the 5-P connector from the windshield wiper motor. Remove the wiper linkage
assembly by removing the three mounting bolts. Remove the three mounting bolts and the nut
from the wiper linkage to remove the windshield wiper motor. Install the windshield wiper motor
in the reverse order of removal. Install the windshield wiper arms as shown. Please login or
register to post a reply. Related Wiper Not Working Content. They Won't The Arms Are Starting
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Keeping your windshield clear is paramount to a
safe driving experience. In order to keep your windshield clear, your windshield wipers need to
operate properly. Your wiper blades are torn. The condition of your wiper blades is directly
related to how well your windshield wipers work. If the rubber edges on your wiper blades are
torn, the wiper will not make proper contact with the windshield to clear moisture or debris
away. The small gap left by the missing rubber can actually trap additional dirt that may scratch
or gouge your windshield glass. Replace torn wiper blades immediately so your visibility isn't
compromised. The windshield wipers have ice or snow on them. Windshield wipers are able to
remove small amounts of snow from your windshield, but heavy, wet snow needs to be cleared
by a snow brush before operating your wipers. Wet snow can be so heavy on your wipers that
your blades can get bent, the wiper arms can skip or strip at the pivots, and the wiper motor or
transmission can get damaged. Remove heavy snow from your windshield before using your
wiper blades. If you live in an area that experiences heavy snowfall, like Spokane, Washington ,
or Salt Lake City, Utah , you may want to invest in winter wiper blades. The wiper motor has
failed. The windshield wiper motor is an electrical motor. As an electrical component, it can
short out or quit unexpectedly and require replacement. Replace the windshield wiper motor
right away. The windshield wiper fuse is burnt out. When the windshield wiper motor is
overloaded, the associated fuse burns out. The fuse is designed to be a weak spot in the
windshield wiper circuit. That way, if the motor is overloaded for any reason, the fuse will burn

out first, instead of the more expensive wiper motor. If the wiper motor fuse burns out, check for
any obstructions that may cause the motor to be overloaded. Heavy snow on the wiper blades
or a wiper blade or arm caught on something or snagged together can cause the fuse to blow.
Clear the obstruction and replace the fuse. Wiper pivot nuts are loose. The wiper arms are
connected to the wiper transmission by a nut on a pivot. The pivots are usually splined with a
stud protruding. The wiper arms are splined as well and have a hole through the base. A nut
tightens onto the pivot stud to hold the wiper arm tightly to the pivot. If the nut is a little loose which is common - the wiper motor will turn the pivot but the wiper arm will not move. You may
see it slightly move when the wiper direction changes, but it does not wipe the windshield. You
may notice only one wiper working while the other stays at the bottom. If you have this issue,
make sure the wiper pivot nuts are tight. Otherwise, have a professional mechanic from
YourMechanic check your wipers and repair them. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over
services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will
come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house
calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Service Location. Home Articles.
The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be
independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair
Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Peter
43 years of experience. Request Peter. Showed up on time,very professional diagnosing my
problem,plus explained what he was doing and next steps to complete my work. This is the
second time I have used Your Mechanic and had specifically requested Peter for my service. I
was once again impressed beyond measure by his customer service, knowledge about my
vehicle and overall professional manner. Your Mechanic has been a wonderful option when I
needed vehicle service and I highly recommend their services and if you're in the Phoenix metro
area, Peter in particular. Tien 23 years of experience. Request Tien. I appreciate Tien's
professionalism and knowledge. I was mislead by another mechanic, but he treated me with
dignity and respect and resolved my issue. I will definitely schedule him again. Tien was great
and everything was done in the allotted time. This was my first time using yourmechanic. Chris
20 years of experience. Request Chris. Knowledgeable, professional and killer blue eyes. What
more can you ask for in a house call mechanic? Diagnosed and fixed my issue in less than two
hours. Very respectful. Helped me save some money by figuring out it was something else
wrong with my truck. Good guy. Chris 11 years of experience. Chris is a great guy to work with
and I am very happy with the job he did. I will recommend to friends. Need Help With Your Car?
Related articles. The wiper blades wipe the windshield but they leave streaks. The outside of the
windshield is clean but the Read more. Symptoms of Bad or Failing Windshield Washer Tubes
Common signs include windshield wiper fluid not spraying,
hrx217hya parts diagram
wiring a utility trailer diagrams
2011 chevy malibu radio
mold in the lines, and burst, cut, or melted tubes. Some Some vehicles, particularly
hatchbacks and sport utility vehicles, are equipped with a rear wiper assembly. The rear wiper
performs the same function as the front windshield wiper: to clear the glass when rain, snow, or
dirt build up on Related questions Dome light and trunk light not working all fuses are good The
lights are controlled by the body control module through the auto shutdown relay in the right
instrument panel fuse box. Either the body control module is not activating the auto shutdown
relay or the relay is bad and not The components of the system must be inspected by an
automotive electrical technician to track down the fault. The stalling Your wiper blades are
subject to wear from dirt and debris that is wiped from your windshield or has accumulated on
the wiper blade itself. The wiper blade rubber dries out and cracks from environmental
elements, and they can tear Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ.

